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Fabian WirthZentrum fur TechnomathematikUniversitat BremenPostfach 330 440D-28334 Bremen, Germanyfabian@math.uni-bremen.deAbstract: In this paper we investigate the rate of convergence of the optimal value function of aninnite horizon discounted optimal control problem as the discount rate tends to zero. Using theIntegration Theorem for Laplace transformations we provide conditions on averaged functionalsalong suitable trajectories yielding at most quadratic pointwise convergence. Under appropriatecontrollability assumptions from this we derive criteria for at most linear uniform convergence oncontrol sets. Applications of these results are given and an example is discussed in which bothlinear and slower rates of convergence occur.Keywords: Nonlinear optimal control, optimal value functions, rate of convergenceAMS Classication: 49L05, 41A251 IntroductionThe question of convergence of optimal value functions of innite horizon discounted opti-mal control problems has been considered by various authors during the last years, see e.g.[13], [6], [14], [16], [4], [1], [2], [12], [3] and the references therein. See also [5] for a relatedproblem. Roughly summarized, these papers state that under appropriate controllabilityconditions the value function uniformly converges to the optimal value of an average timeoptimal control problem at least on certain subsets of the state space. The main motivationfor obtaining such results is the fact that the optimal value functions of discounted optimalcontrol problems have certain nice properties (e.g. it is characterized as the solution of aHamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, it is numerically computable), which are not shared bythe averaged time optimal value functions.However, up to now little has been reported in the literature about the corresponding rateof convergence. In the discrete-time Markovian case the results in [16] can be used toobtain immediate estimates for the rate of convergence. The assumptions in this reference,however, exclude the deterministic case. Convergence results for the maxima of discountedvalue functions have been shown in [15]. This paper presents results for continuous time1
2 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHdeterministic systems deriving rates for pointwise and uniform convergence, and is orga-nized as follows: In Section 2 we start by describing the general setup. In Section 3 wedevelop appropriate estimates for corresponding discounted and averaged functionals basedon the Integration Theorem for Laplace Transformations and we translate these results tothe optimal value functions, thus obtaining a criterion for at most quadratic pointwise con-vergence. In Section 4 we characterize situations in which | for suitable compact subsetsof the state space | at most linear uniform convergence holds by properties of optimaltrajectories. Afterwards, in Section 5, we discuss two optimal control problems in whichthese properties are satised and nally, in Section 6, we provide an example illustratingthat for one and the same control system both linear and slower rates of convergence mayhold depending on the cost function dening the functional to be minimized.2 SetupWe consider nonlinear optimal control problems for which the dynamics are given by controlsystems of the type _x(t) = f(x(t); u(t)) (2.1)on some Riemannian manifold M whereu() 2 U := fu : R ! U ju() measurablegand U  Rm is compact. We assume that f is continuous and f(; u) is locally Lipschitz forevery u 2 U . By compactness of U it follows that the Lipschitz constants may be chosenuniformly in u. For a given initial value x0 2M at time t = 0 and a given control functionu() 2 U we denote the trajectories of (2.1) by '(t; x0; u()) which we assume to exist forall t  0. Let g :M  Rm ! R (2.2)be a cost function which is continuous and bounded, i.e. jg(x; u)j Mg for some constantMg.For a positive discount rate  > 0 we dene the discounted functionalJ(x0; u()) :=  Z 10 e sg('(s; x0; u()); u(s))ds (2.3)and the optimal value function for the corresponding minimization problem is dened byv(x0) := infu()2U J(x0; u()) (2.4)(Note that the corresponding maximization problem is obtained by simply replacing g by g.) In order to characterize the convergence properties for  ! 0 we also need to denethe averaged functionalsJ t0(x0; u()) := 1t Z t0 g('(s; x0; u()); u(s))ds and J0(x0; u()) := lim supt!1 J t0(x0; u())and the averaged minimal value functionv0(x) := infu()2U J0(x; u())
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 33 Rates of pointwise convergenceIn this section we derive estimates for the rates of pointwise convergence for the discountedfunctionals and optimal value functions. For this purpose we rst discuss the relationbetween discounted and averaged functionals. A direct approach to this problem hasbeen given e.g. in [11]. Instead, here we will use a theorem from the theory of Laplacetransformations as the starting point of our analysis. With this approach we avoid alot of technical work and furthermore obtain sharper estimates. After that we state animmediate consequence from this relation to the discounted optimal value function andprovide a useful estimate which will be used in what follows.Theorem 3.1 Let q : R ! R be a measurable function bounded by Mq. Then 1Z0 e tq(t)dt = 2 1Z0 e t tZ0 q(s)ds dtProof: See e.g. [9, Theorem 8.1]We use Theorem 3.1 in order to obtain the following relation between the rate of conver-gence of discounted and average time functionals.Proposition 3.2 Let r : R+0 ! R be a nonnegative, monotone decreasing function anddene r̂() := 2 Z 10 e ttr(t)dtConsider a point x 2 M , let T  0 and assume there exist sequences of control functionsuk() 2 U and times Tk !1 as k !1 such thatJ t0(x; uk())  + r(t) for all t 2 [T; Tk]:Then J(x; uk())  + r̂() + 2T 2(Mg + r(T )) + "k()with "k() depending on , Tk and Mg, and "k()! 0 for each xed  as k !1.Conversely, if there exists a  > 0 and u() 2 U such thatJ(x; u()) < + r̂()then for each " > 0 there exists a time t  "=3Mg such thatJ t0(x; u()) < + r(t) + "Both assertions also hold for the converse inequality if we assume that r(t) < 2Mg for allt  0, in the rst assertion replace \+2T 2(Mg + r(T )) + "k()" by \ 2T 23Mg   "k()"and in the second \+"" by \ "".
4 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHProof: We abbreviate qk(t) = g('(t; x; uk(); uk(t))   . Note that each jqkj is boundedby Mq  2Mg. We dene ~qk(t) := qk(t) for t 2 [0; Tk] and ~qk(t) := 0 for t > Tk. Observethat for each  > 0 then"k() :=  1Z0 e sqk(s)ds   1Z0 e s~qk(s)ds! 0 (3.1)as k !1 because Tk !1.For the proof of the rst assertion pick T  0 such that the assumption is satised for allt 2 [T; Tk] and x k 2 N. Then Z t0 ~qk(s)ds  tr(t) (3.2)for all t  T . Let t 2 [0; T ] be minimal such that (3.2) is satised for all t  t. ThentZ0 ~qk(s)ds = tr(t) and tZt ~qk(s)ds  tr(t)  tr(t)is implied for all t  t. From this we can conclude 1Zt e t~qk(t)dt = e t 1Z0 e s~qk(t + s)ds= e t2 1Z0 e t tZ0 ~qk(t + s)ds e t2 1Z0 e t ((t + t)r(t + t)  tr(t)) dt= 2 1Zt e ttr(t)dt  e t2 1Z0 e ttr(t)dt r̂()   e ttr(t) r̂()   tr(t) + 2t2r(t) (3.3)for all  > 0 where we used Theorem 3.1 in the second step and the inequality e s  1 sin the last step. Using this inequality again also tZ0 (1  e s)Mqds   tZ0 sMqds  2t2Mgis implied. Thus we obtain tZ0 e s~qk(s)ds =  tZ0 ~qk(s)ds   tZ0 (1  e s)~qk(s)ds tr(t) +  tZ0 (1  e s)Mqds tr(t) + 2t2Mg
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 5Now (3.3) together with (3.1) implies the rst assertion by the monotonicity of r.The converse inequality is shown the same way reversing the inequalities and the appropri-ate signs, and observing that the second last inequality of estimate (3.3) may be reversedif we add the term  2 R t0 e ttr(t)dt which by the assumption on r(t) is bounded frombelow by  2t2Mg.For the second assertion x an arbitrary " > 0. Assume contrary to the assertion thatJ t0(x; u()) > + "+ r(t)for all t  T = "=3Mg . Note that without loss of generality we may assume r(t)  2Mgfor all these t, since otherwise the above inequality will be immediately false. Thus we canuse the rst assertion for the opposite inequality with  = + " yieldingJ(x; u())  + "+ r̂()   2T 23Mg > + r̂()which contradicts the assumption, and thus implies the assertion for some t  T .The converse inequality is proved analogously with reversed inequalities and signs, wherethe bound on r(t) here is already given by the assumption.Observe that both assertions remain true when the whole right hand side of each assertionis multiplied by  1 and the inequalities are reversed. This is easily seen by replacing g by g.Remark 3.3 In order to see what kinds of rates of convergence of the discounted functionalare possible we give explicit estimates for r̂() for some special cases.(i) If r(t)! 0 as t!1 then r̂()! 0 as  ! 0, i.e. convergence to 0 of r̂ is implied.(ii) If r(t)  A=tc for some A  0, some c 2 (0; 2) and all t  0 then r̂()  c (2   c)for all  > 0. Since the Gamma function  (2   c) with c 2 (0; 2) is bounded bymaxf1; 1=(2   c)g the rate of convergence of r(t) ! 0 in 1=t carries over to the rateof convergence of r̂()! 0 in .(iii) If r(t)  A=t(t+1)c 1 for some c 2 (0; 2) and all t  0 then from (ii) we can concludethat r̂()  ecmaxf1; 1=(2   c)g, i.e. the same rates as in (ii).(iv) If r(t)  A=t(t + 1)c 1 for some c > 2 and all t  0 then r̂()  2 R11 At1 cdt =2A=(c  2), thus quadratic convergence is implied. In any case, if r(t) is positive onsome set with measure greater that 0, we can estimate r̂()  2C for some constantC > 0 which is independent of  for all  > 0 suciently small. Hence for nontrivialr(t) a convergence rate faster than quadratic is impossible.(v) If r(t)  A=t(t + 1) then for any " > 0 we have r(t)  A=t(t + 1)1 " and thusby (iii) we can conclude r̂()  e2 A= which by choosing " =  1= ln() impliesr̂()  e1+2 ln(1=)A, i.e. quadratic convergence up to a logarithmic factor. Con-versely, if r(t)  A=t(t + 1) then r̂()  2A R 1=1 e tt 1dt  2Ae 1 R 1=1 t 1dt =2Ae 1 ln(1=), i.e. quadratic convergence of r(t) does not imply quadratic conver-gence of r̂().
6 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTH(vi) If r(t)  A ln(1 + t)=t then for each " > 0 the inequality r(t)  A=("e1t(t+ 1) ") isimplied, hence also by (iii) we obtain r̂() < e1 "A=("e1) which again by setting" =  1= ln() implies r̂() < e ln(1=)A.The following corollary on the pointwise rate of convergence for discounted optimal valuefunctions is now an easy consequence of Proposition 3.2.Corollary 3.4 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4). Assume there exists apoint x0 2 M , a time T  0, a function r : R+0 ! R and sequences of times Tk ! 1 andcontrol functions uk() 2 U such thatJ t0(x0; uk())  + r(t) for all t 2 [T; Tk]Then v(x0)  + r̂() + 2T 2(Mg + r(T ))holds for the function r̂() from Proposition 3.2.Conversely, if for any control function u() 2 U the inequalityJ t0(x0; u())    r(t) for all t 2 [T;1)holds then the inequality v(x0)  + r̂() + 2T 2(Mg + r(T ))is implied for this function r̂().Proof: Immediately from Proposition 3.2.We end this section with an estimate for nite time trajectories that will be useful in thenext section.Lemma 3.5 Let J t0(x; u())   for all t 2 [0; T ]. Then J(x; u())   + e T 2Mg.Proof: Let q(t) := g('(t; x; u()); u(t))    for t 2 [0; T ] and q(t) = 0 for t > T . Then1t tZ0 q(s)ds  0 for all t > 0and thus by Theorem 3.1 we obtain 1Z0 e sq(s)ds  0 for all  > 0:Since w.l.o.g. jj Mg we obtain 1ZT e s(g('(s; x; u()); u(s))   q(s))ds   + e T 2Mgand the assertion follows.
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 74 Rates of uniform convergenceWe will now use the estimates from the preceding section in order to deduce results on therates of uniform convergence by imposing assumptions on the optimal trajectories. Herewe investigate those regions where v uniformly converges to some constant function. Asalready noted e.g. in [6], [14] and [12], this can be guaranteed by suitable controllabilityassumptions on our system, furthermore the limiting function can be identied to be v0.Also here we are going to use certain reachability and controllability properties of thesystem, and will start this section by dening the necessary objects and properties.Denition 4.1 The positive orbit of x 2M up to the time T is dened byO+T (x) := fy 2M j there is 0  t  T and u() 2 U ; such that '(t; x; u()) = yg:The positive orbit of x 2M is dened byO+(x) := [T0O+T (x):The negative orbits O T (x) and O (x) are dened similarly by using the time reversedsystem.For a subset D  M we dene O+T (D) := Sx2D O+T (x) and O+(D), O T (D), O (D)analogously.Denition 4.2 A subset D M is called a control set, if:(i) D  O+(x) for all x 2 D(ii) for every x 2 D there is u() 2 U such that the corresponding trajectory '(t; x; u())stays in D for all t  0(iii) D is maximal with the properties (i) and (ii)A control set C is called invariant, ifC = O+(x) 8x 2 C:Note that this (usual) denition of control sets demands only approximate reachability (i.e.existence of controls steering into any neighborhood of a given point); a convenient wayto avoid assumptions about the speed of this asymptotic reachability (as they are imposede.g. in [2]) is to assume local accessibility, i.e. that the positive and negative orbit for anypoint and arbitrary small times has nonvoid interior. This assumption is guaranteed e.g. bythe following Lie-algebraic property: Let L = LAfX(; u); u 2 Ug denote the Lie-algebragenerated by the vector elds X(; u). Let L denote the distribution generated by L inTM , the tangent space of M and assume thatdimL(x) = dimM for all x 2M: (4.1)
8 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHAs a consequence of assumption (4.1) we have exact controllability in the interior of controlsets, more precisely intD  O+(x) for all x 2 D, cp. e.g. [11].Using this notion of control sets and assuming (4.1) we are now able to characterize situ-ations in which uniform convergence holds. Although Remark 3.3 shows that the fastestpossible rate of pointwise convergence is quadratic, the following result on the behavior ofv on control sets suggests that for uniform convergence an at most linear rate seems to bethe more realistic situation, cp. the example in Section 6 with cost function g2.Proposition 4.3 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4) and assume (4.1). LetD  M be a control set with nonvoid interior. Let K  intD be a compact set. Thenthere exists a constant CK such thatjv(x)  v(y)j  CKMgfor all x; y 2 K.Proof: By [11, Proposition 2.5] with K1 = K2 = K there exists a time TK > 0 suchthat for each two points x; y 2 K there exists a control function ux;y() 2 U satisfying'(tx;y; x; ux;y()) = y for some time tx;y  TK . Thusv(x)  v(y)  tx;yZ0 e sg('(s; x; ux;y()); ux;y(s))ds+ e tx;yv(y)  v(y) j tx;yZ0 e sg('(s; x; ux;y()); ux;y(s))dsj+ je tx;yv(y)  v(y)j j TKZ0 e sMgdsj+ j(e TK   1)Mgj = 2(1   eTK )Mg  2TKMgand by symmetry of this inequality in x and y the assertion holds with CK = 2TK .Remark 4.4 Note that by the same argument v0 is constant in the interior of control sets.By Proposition 4.3 we can now give a characterization of the uniform rate of convergenceon compact subsets of the interior of control sets.Theorem 4.5 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4) satisfying (4.1). Let D M be a control set with nonvoid interior. Assume there exists a point x0 2 intD, a timeT  0, a function r : R+0 ! R and sequences of times Tk ! 1 and control functionsuk() 2 U such that J t0(x0; uk())  + r(t) for all t 2 [T; Tk]Then for each compact subset K  intD there exist constants BK > 0 and 0 > 0 suchthat v(x)  + r̂() + BK
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 9holds for all x 2 K and the function r̂() from Proposition 3.2 and all   0.Conversely, if for any control function u() 2 U the inequalityJ t0(x0; u())    r(t) for all t 2 [T;1)holds then the inequality v(x0)  + r̂() + BKis implied for this function r̂().If both assumptions are true for the same value  and r(t)! 0 as t!1 then  = v0(x),and thus convergence with rate r̂() + BK to the averaged value function is implied.Proof: The rst two assertions follow immediately from Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 4.3with BK = AKMg + 0T 2(Mg + r(T )).The third assertion follows from the denition of v0.Although this theorem gives quite precise estimates on the rates of convergence the as-sumption on the function r(t) here might be dicult to check. Thus we are now going todevelop geometrical conditions on the optimal trajectories guaranteeing linear convergenceon control sets. For this purpose we start by deriving estimates for nite time averagedfunctionals along trajectories staying in some compact subset of a control set. We intro-duce the following notation: Given a set K  M and x 2 K denote by Ux;K  U the setof all control functions u() satisfying '(t; x; u()) 2 K for all t  0.Proposition 4.6 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4) and assume (4.1). LetD M be a control set with nonvoid interior. Let K  D be a compact set. Then(i) For each x 2 intK there exists a constant A = A(x) > 0 and a time T = T (x) suchthat J t0(x; u())  v0(x)  Atfor all u() 2 Ux;K and all t > T .(ii) There exist a point x 2 K and sequences of control functions uk() 2 U and timestk !1 such that J t0(x; uk())  infx2K infu()2Ux;K J0(x; u()) + "k(T )for all T > 0 and all t 2 [0;minfT; tkg] where "k(T ) ! 0 for k ! 1 and each xedT > 0.Proof: (i) First note that by [11, Proposition 2.5] for each x 2 intK  intD there existsa time Tx > 0 such that for any point y 2 K there exists a control function uy() 2 U with'(ty; y; uy()) = x for some ty  Tx.
10 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHNow let x 2 intK and assume contrary to the assertion that for each constant A > 0 andeach T > 0 there exists a control function u() 2 Ux;K such thatJ t0(x; u()) < v0(x)  Atfor some t  T . Since the point y = '(t; x0; u()) lies in K we nd a control uy() steeringy to x0 in a time ty  Tx. Letting ~u() be the concatenation of u()j[0;t) and uy()j[0;ty) weobtain for t1 = t+ ty and suciently large t > 0J t10 (x; ~u())  tt1 v0(x)  At1 + Mgtyt1  v0(x0)  At1 + 2Mgtyt1 < v0(x0)and '(t1; x; ~u()) = x. Thus we can continue periodically with this control which yieldsJnt10 (x; ~u()) < v0(x)for each n 2 N and consequently alsoJ0(x; ~u()) < v0(x)which contradicts the denition of v0.(ii) If [x2KUx;K = ; there is nothing to show. Otherwise let  := infx2K infu()2Ux;K J0(x; u()).Then there exist sequences of points xl 2 K and control functions ul() 2 Uxl;K such thatJ0(xl; ul())!  as l!1By the denition of J0 these sequences may be chosen such that there also exists a sequenceof times tl !1 satisfyingJ t0(xl; ul())   + 1l + 1 for all t  tl :For each l 2 N let sl > 2Mgl2. Then [12, Lemma 3.8] implies the existence of times sl > 0with sl   sl > l such thatJs0 ('(sl ; xl; ul()); ul(sl + ))   + 2l + 1for all s 2 [0; sl   sl]. We set xl := '(sl ; xl; ul()) and ul () := ul(sl + ). Since fxl g  Kwe may assume that xl ! x 2 K  intD. For any xed T > 0 the functional J t0(; u())is continuous in x 2 K uniformly for all u() 2 U and for all t 2 [0; T ] (as a consequence ofthe uniform Lipschitz continuity of f on K  U) and hence we obtain for all t 2 [0; T ]J t0(x; ul ())  J t0(xl ; ul ()) + "l(T )   + "l(T ) + 2l + 1for all l > 0 for which t 2 [0; l]. Here "l(T )! 0 as l!1.Thus the assertion follows with uk = ul () and "k(T ) = "l(T ) + 2l+1 for k = l.Now we combine the Propositions 3.2 and 4.6 in order to obtain our main theorem ongeometric conditions for linear convergence.
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 11Theorem 4.7 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4) and assume (4.1). LetD  M be a control set with nonvoid interior. Assume that there exist a compact subsetK0  intD and sequences of points xk 2 K0 and control functions uk() 2 U such that'(t; xk; uk()) 2 K0 for all k 2 N and all t  0 andJ0(xk; uk())! v0jintDThen for each compact subset K  intD there exist constants AK > 0 and 0 > 0 suchthat v(x)  v0jintD + AK for all x 2 K and all   0:Conversely, if there exists x0 2 intD and a compact subset K1  D such that for allsuciently small  > 0 there exist optimal trajectories for v starting in x0 and staying inK1 then for each compact subset K  intD there exist constant BK > 0 and 0 > 0 suchthat v(x)  v0jintD   BK for all x 2 K and all   0:Proof: Under the rst assumption we can apply Proposition 4.6(ii) and obtain a pointx 2 intD, a new sequence of control functions ul() 2 U and a sequence of times tl ! 1such that J t0(x; ul())  v0jintD + "l(T )for all t 2 [0;minfT; tlg] where "l(T ) ! 0 for l ! 1. Now x an arbitrary sequence oftimes Tk ! 1 and an arbitrary constant A > 0. For each k 2 N we pick a value lk 2 Nsuch that tlk > Tk and "lk(Tk) < A=Tk. Applying the rst part of Proposition 3.2 to thesequences ulk() and Tk (with T = 0) yields v(x) < v0jintD + A. Since A was arbitrarywe can conclude v(x) < v0jintD since x 2 intD the rst assertion follows by Proposition4.3 with AK = CKMg.For the second assertion assume that for each B > 0 and each 0 > 0 there exists  2 [0; 0]such that v(x0)  v0jintD  B:Then for some arbitrary but xed " > 0 the assumption and the second part of Proposition3.2 yield the existence of a time t(; ") such thatJ t(;")0 (x0; u())  v0   B   "t(; ")and the corresponding trajectory stays inside K1. Since B and 0 were arbitrary andt(; ") !1 as  ! 0 this contradicts Proposition 4.6(i) for B " > A and thus Proposition4.3 yields the assertion.Remark 4.8 Note that under the rst assumption we have indeed proved the existenceof a point x 2 intD with v(x)  v0(x) for all  > 0.Using the invariance property of invariant control sets we can conclude the following corol-lary from the theorems in this section.
12 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHCorollary 4.9 Consider the optimal control problem (2.1){(2.4) and assume (4.1). LetC  M be a compact invariant control set with nonvoid interior. Assume that one of thefollowing conditions is satised(i) There exist a compact subset K0  intC and sequences of points xk 2 K0 and controlfunctions uk() 2 U such that '(t; xk; uk()) 2 K for all k 2 N and all t  0 andJ0(xk; uk())! v0jintC(ii) There exist x0 2 intC, T  0 and sequences of control functions uk() 2 U and timesTk !1 as k !1 such that the inequalityJ t0(x0; uk())  v0(x0) + Atholds for some constant A  0 and all t 2 [T; Tk].Then for each compact subset K  intD there exist constant BK > 0 and 0 > 0 such thatjv(x)  v0(x)j  BK for all x 2 K and all   0:Proof: The invariance of C immediately implies that the second assumption from Theorem4.7 is always satised with K1 = C. Thus Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.5 with r(t) = A=t,respectively, yield the assertion.5 ApplicationsIn this section we will highlight two situations in which linear convergence can be concludedfrom the results in this paper.The rst situation is given by completely controllable systems on compact manifolds. Moreprecisely the following corollary holds.Corollary 5.1 Consider an optimal control system (2.1){(2.4) on a compact manifold Msatisfying (4.1). Assume the system is completely controllable, i.e. there exists an invariantcontrol set C =M . Then there exists a constant K > 0 such thatkv   v0k1 < K:Proof: Follows immediately from Corollary 4.9 by the fact that M = intM is com-pact.Note that this setup coincides with the one in [10]; in fact there is a strong relation betweenthis result and the periodicity result there since in both cases the values of trajectory pieceshave to be estimated. The techniques, however, used in order to obtain these results arerather dierent.
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 13The second application of our results is somewhat more specic. Here we consider theproblem of the approximation of the top Lyapunov exponent of a semilinear control system_x(t) = A(u(t))x(t); x 2 Rd (5.1)This problem is the continuous time analogon to the one considered in [15]. Note that herewe consider the maximization problem so all results are applied with inverted inequalities.Also, since here we are going to derive an estimate for the supremum of v, i.e. for onespecic point, we will use Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 4.6 instead of the \uniform"Theorems 4.5 and 4.7.We will briey collect some facts about this problem, for detailed information we refer to[7] and [8].The Lyapunov exponent of a solution x(t; x0; u()) of (5.1) is dened by(x0; u()) = lim supt!1 1t ln kx(t; x0; u())kwhich for kx0k = 1 can also be expressed as an averaged integral by(x0; u()) = J0(x0; u()) = lim supt!1 1t tZ0 g('(s; x0; u()); u(s))dswhere '(t; x0; u()) denotes the solution of the system projected to M = Sd 1 | whichsatises _s(t) = (A(u(t))   s(t)TAu(t)s(t)  Id)s(t) | and g is a suitable function meetingour general assumptions. For simplicity here we will embed Sd 1 into Rd , thus any x 2 Rdwith kxk = 1 is an element of the sphere and vice versa any element s 2 Sd 1 can beconsidered as an element of Rd with ksk = 1.Since the Lyapunov exponent does not depend on the length kx0k this averaged integralindeed gives all possible Lyapunov exponents of (5.1) depending on x0 and u(). Thus thetop Lyapunov exponent can be dened on Sd 1 via := supx02Sd 1 supu()2U (x0; u()):It characterizes the stability of the solutions of (5.1) under all possible functions u(), andcan also be used to dene a stability radius of (5.1) analogous to the discrete time settingin [15].It already follows from the arguments in [12] that supx2Sd 1 v(x) converges to  as  ! 0.Now it remains to determine the rate of convergence.We assume (4.1) for the projected system. Under this condition the projected systempossesses a unique invariant control set C with nonvoid interior. Furthermore, the topLyapunov exponent can be realized from any initial value x0 2 Sd 1, hence in particularfrom any point x0 2 intC. Thus Proposition 4.6(ii) with K = C yields the existence of apoint x 2 C and sequences of control functions ul() = u(tkl + ) and times tl satisfyingJ t0(x; ul())    "l(T ) for all t 2 [0;minfT; tlg]:
14 L. GR UNE, F. WIRTHAs in the proof of Theorem 4.7 (cp. also Remark 4.8) we can thus conclude that v(x)  for all  > 0. It thus remains to nd an upper bound for supx2Sd 1 v(x).For this purpose consider a basis x1; : : : ; xd of Rd such that kxik = 1 and xi 2 intC for alli = 1; : : : ; d. Then Proposition 4.6(i) with K = C yields the existence of a constant B > 0such that J0(xi; u())  + Btfor all i = 1; : : : ; d and all u() 2 U and hencekx(t; xi; u())k  eBet:By the compactness of Sd 1 there exists a constant  > 0 such that any point x0 2 Sd 1can be written as a linear combination x0 = Pdi=1 i(x0)xi with coecients ji(x)j  .Thus we obtain kx(t; x0; u())k = k dXi=1 i(x0)x(t; xi; u())k  deBet:Thus with A = B + lnd it follows thatJ0(xi; u())  + Atfor all x0 2 Sd 1 and all u() 2 U . Thus for any ~A > A Corollary 3.4 yieldsv(x0)  +  ~Afor all suciently small  which nally yieldssupx2Sd 1 v(x) 2 [;  +  ~A]and thus the desired estimate.In fact, with a similar argument one can also verify the assumption (i) of Corollary 4.9 andthus linear convergence follows not only for the supremum but also on any compact subsetof intC.6 An ExampleHere we provide an example of a simple 1d control system with one (invariant) control setwhere for one cost function g1 the rate of convergence of v is slower than linear but for aslightly modied g2 it is indeed linear.Consider the control system_x =  uxjxj+ (u  1)(x  1)jx  1j (6.1)with x 2 R and u 2 [0; 1]. The vector elds are sketched in the following picture.
RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS 15u = 0u = 1  -------        -- ss 10 x-It is easily seen (cp. the gure) that (6.1) possesses an (invariant) control set C = [0; 1].All solutions starting outside C can be steered to C but no trajectory can leave C.For the cost function g1(x; u) = jxj and initial values x0 2 C it is obviously optimal tosteer to the left as fast as possible, i.e. the optimal control is u  1.The solution for this constant control can be computed explicitly, it is given byx(t) = x0tx0 + 1Thus J t0(x0; 1) = 1t tZ0 x0sx0 + 1ds = ln(tx0 + 1)tx0does not converge linearly, and by the rst assertion of Proposition 3.2 (for the converseinequality) the same holds for v, more precisely similar to Remark 3.3(vi) we obtain thatr̂()  C ln(1=).Now we consider g2(x; u) = jx 0:5j. For the initial value x0 = 1=2 we obtain with u  1=2that x(t; x0; u) = x0 for all t > 0, hence J t0(1=2; 1=2) = 0 for all t > 0. Obviously hereCondition (i) of Corollary 4.9 is satised, thus linear convergence follows. A closer lookat the problem reveals that here we even obtain v(0:5) = 0 for all  > 0, neverthelessoutside this point we have not more than linear convergence, again suggesting that |apart from exceptional situations | this is a kind of \natural" bound for the uniform rateof convergence.In fact, with the same arguments linear convergence holds for all cost functions g(x; u) =jx j,  2 (0; 1) using the fact that  2 (0; 1) is a xed point of (6.1) for u = (2 1)22+(2 1)2 2(0; 1).7 ConclusionsConvergence rates of optimal value functions of discounted optimal control problems areinvestigated. Conditions on related averaged functionals are dened which imply at mostpointwise quadratic and uniform linear convergence. Furthermore geometric conditionson optimal trajectories ensuring uniform linear convergence are given. These conditionsare checked for two optimal control problems where linear convergence can be veried.However, an example shows that linear convergence is not always satised.
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